7th-Grade My Personal Hero Narrative Rubric

_____/15 3 paragraphs of no more than 120 words each or 400 words maximum for the essay (each paragraph gives a reason why this person is a hero to you - how does this hero influence you?). Person must live in Michigan.

_____/30 CUPS – capitalization, usage, punctuation, spelling (¼ pt. subtracted for every grammatical error).

_____/5 Title page - TNR 12, double-spaced, 1” margins (1 pt. off for each error).

_____/10 All prewriting, rough draft, and additional copy of final draft attached to final copy

_____/20 Essay must use dialogue correctly. You must show at least three changes in dialogue

_____/5 Use at least 5 vocabulary words learned this year (U1-3 only; must be in bold)

_____/15 Use sentence variety, sensory details, descriptive adjectives, no contractions or there (¼ point subtracted for every weak choice)

*********************************

_____/100 TOTAL PROJECT POINTS